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Abstract Today’s rapidly developing health technology is accumulating vast amounts of data through medical devices based on the Internet of Things in addition to data generated in hospitals. The collected data is a raw material that can create a variety of values, but our society lacks legal and institutional mechanisms to support medical Big Data. Therefore, in this study, we looked at four major factors that hinder the use of medical Big Data to find ways to enhance use of the Big Data based healthcare industry, and also derived implications for expanding domestic medical Big Data by identifying foreign policies and technological trends. As a result of the study, it was concluded that it is necessary to improve the regulatory system that satisfies the security and usability of healthcare Big Data as well as establish Big Data governance. For this, it is proposed to refer to the Big Data De-identification Guidelines adopted by the United States and the United Kingdom to reorganize the regulatory system. In the future, it is expected that it will be necessary to have a study that has measures of the conclusions and implications of this study and to supplement the institutional needs to play a positive role in the use of medical Big Data.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the foundation of Big Data is constantly expanding due to the development of ICT (Information and Communication Technology) that is represented by smart devices, SNS (Social Network Service), or IoT (internet of Things). Ginni Rometty from IBM has defined Big Data as oil of 21st century and it is also assessed, depending on whether or not it is utilized, as an asset that could create a new value that was never existed in the past [1]. In the health and medical industry, the potential value and utilization of Big Data is significant and it is focusing on the eliminating factors of the 4th industry [2]. The liquidity expansion of opening for medical Big Data is forecasted to change health and medical industry[3]. Hence, UK is integrating dispersed data to support linking and analyzing the data and established to operate HSCIC (Health & Social Care Information Center) to safely protect personal medical records. This is a meaningful implication that we urgently need to improve to invigorate medical Big Data industry [4].

Currently, medical Big Data in Korea, unlike the cases of other countries such as the UK and other developed countries abroad, the connection between data is not smooth and sometimes impossible. Use of medical Big Data is under-utilized for various reasons, and this can be said to be a major obstacle to the expansion of the medical Big Data industry as the nature of Big Data it increases in value when each data is connected. The main reason for the difficulty in connecting data is excessive regulation of privacy policy and to solve this problem, the 'Data 3 Act', which is the legal basis for the use of Big Data in Korea, has been proposed to the National Assembly, but it is currently pending due to the protection of personal information [5]. On the other hand, major countries around the world, such as the United States, Europe, Japan, and China have adopt policies that focus on the balance of regulation and support to encourage the Big Data industry while preventing the abuse of personal information by providing information for predictive medical diagnosis with the use of AI technology [6], reducing treatment time and contributing to the development of new drugs [7]. Therefore, through the expansion of the domestic medical Big Data industry, we need to look into the regulations and support measures of major foreign countries. In addition, we will look into the main factors that are currently preventing the expansion of the medical Big Data in Korea and examine the requirements of integrated governance on how to securely utilize medical Big Data [6].

2. Theoretical Background

Value of the Big Data in recent years are not merely simple creation of services that were not available in the past. Experts see that when the Big Data is efficiently utilized, when it can forecast potential risks and when if we can make strategy to respond to those risks, it is truly valuable [8]. If we can apply this value to medical Big Data, based on personal medical information, it is true that we can perform customized medical service, prediction and prevention of diseases [9].

But abusing of medical Big Data could lead to violation of personal rights protected by constitution, it is time to aggressively search for safe utilization of medical Big Data[10]. There is a global movement on the effort to balance between utilization of medical Big Data and privacy protection in order to accomplish ethical use of medical Big Data[11]. On the other hand, there is no efforts on the safe usage of medical Big Data. The purpose of this study is to identify obstacles on invigorating domestic medical Big Data and compare and analyze policies on
medical Big Data of global major countries. This study will examine factors to obstruct utilization of medical Big Data in 4 prospective and propose measurement on effective and ethical use of the medical Big Data.

2.1 Need of utilization on medical Big Data under changes of medical environment due to 4th industry

2.1.1 Understanding on value creation for definition and utilization of the medical Big Data

In health and medical industry Big Data is basic prerequisite of precision medicine as a data of personal medical treatment obtained through self-tracking technology[12]. Precision medicine not only blood test, DNA test or interview but also daily data such as heart rate, blood oxygen saturation, temperature and blood pressure. This is because the purpose of precision medicine is to improve behaviors or habits to maintain good health by understanding and analyzing personal physiological response. Thus, we call the data used in precision medicine as life-logging or quantified self[13]. The reasons of the concerns on abusing medical Big Data and its harm is because it contains daily physiological information. But as a nature of the Big Data, when generic, biomedical and behavior information is connected, the completeness of the Big Data, compared to single data, is enhanced. This means it is imperative to draw agreement and participation of individuals towards opening and sharing of personal medical information in order to collaborate and utilize collected data [14]. In other words, it is required to establish systematic and safe system for security of privacy and data protection as well as public utilization of medical Big Data to balance protection and utilization. Under the objective of ‘All the citizens must receive medical services regardless of economic situation’, Since 1948 UK is operating NHS (National Health Service) based on taxation and also operates Care.data program to improve the quality of medical service. Care.data program opens collected medical Big Data after DE identification process to various health and medical agencies [15] and UK government unfolds policy to induce citizens’ participation and choice on opening and sharing of medical data [16]. In case of the United States, Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology has established ONC–HIT Certification and detail progress stages that are commonly applied to collecting, analyzing and utilizing of medical data. When the target progress and the corresponding verification is satisfied, it is recognized as Meaningful Use and the service agency is provided with incentives [17] since 2009. On the other hand, Hermon and Williams[18] see that the Big Data can be used in administration, services, supporting on the decision of clinician, clinical information, individuals and consumers and Krumholz[19] proposed the Big Data must be utilized to draw development of study for improving success rate of the forecast, improving the performance and comparing the efficiency. Also Roski, Bo–Linn, and Andrews [20] assessed that the Big Data can contribute in personal diagnosis and treatment of detail risks and utilization of clinical determination system and it is also highly effective in the health analysis and prevention of population group.

Opening and sharing as well as active connection of data must be accomplished to improve effectiveness of the medical Big Data and on the other hand, privacy and data protection must be safely secured. In other words, value creation for the utilization of the medical Big Data can only be triggered when each agency shares and connects the data and the decision makings based on the result is expected to put the medical service one step above[14].
2.1.2 Business trend and prospective of the medical Big Data

In recent years, mobile related technology shows significant improvement and smart phones are extensively used to increase the use of smart health care Apps based on IoT. This influenced significant increase of the medical Big Data in real time and as the development of AI recognition and process of atypical data, it accelerates growth of the medical Big Data based service industry. The US based General Electric announced investment and plans for technology development in the medical analysis and diagnosis technology under the motto of “Make the Invisible Visible” to become leader in medical innovation by utilizing AI and cutting edge Big Data fusion technology. Also the US based venture company Enlitic currently applied the medical Big Data analysis and diagnosis technology to deep learning technology to provide information for forecasted medical diagnosis by adopting machine learning based AI to medical diagnosis video[6]. In case of China, a platform to connect doctors and patients through application has been established and the system enables simple treatments and prescriptions through online. Through this system, upon agreement of the patients, the doctors can receive medical history and prescription history of the patients to be helpful in saving time and cost of the treatment and development of new medicines[7]. On the other hand, as the development of ICT technology, the medical Big Data industry will significantly fill in the gaps of treatment cost and level of the medical team[21]. In order to accomplish this, collection and utilization of the medical Big Data must be prerequisite and it is forecasted that if the collected Data is utilized with AI, the level of medical treatment will be improved to above average and at the same time medical treatment cost will be lowered[22]. In case of Korea, ‘Digital Healthcare Partners’ is established to professionally incubate startups in digital healthcare industry who utilize the Big Data in 2016. Lunit is one of the leading startups whose technology is globally recognized. Looking at the trend of current medical Big Data based industry, mostly the businesses utilizing accumulated data from hospital are growing and domestic general hospitals established in-house Big Data Center to search for utilization of the medical Big Data[23].

2.1.3 Domestic utilization of the medical Big Data and its limitations

When we look into the domestic utilization of the medical Big Data, it is obvious to find that the level of utilization is significantly low compared to the quality and quantity of accumulated Data. Rapid development of IT industry enabled massive establishment of various public and private data in Korea. Especially, in case of Medical Insurance Data that contains medical information of the whole population and medical facilities, the scale and diversity of the data is assessed to be the best in the world (1.57 trillion cases, if piled in papers the height is 24,841 times higher than Mount Everest) but it has never been meaningfully utilized due to absence of policy and legal foundations that enable the integration and connection among the agencies[24]. Recently many countries in the world are utilizing generic data to analyze fundamental mechanism of the disease but in the aspect of completeness of the information by the scale and connection of the data among the agencies, Korea has competitive disadvantage. The reason is because it is unable to integrate and connect data from different agencies and without foundation of integrated Big Data, the value of utilizing single data is highly limited[6]. Currently in the evaluation of policy and competitiveness on the health and medical industry, Korea is in mid to low ranking and in 2016, US ITIF (Information Technology &
Innovation Foundation) has rank Korea on 29th in the report on ‘Ranking of biomedical policies contributing to global innovation of biomedicine industry among 56 countries’. Considering Taiwan and Singapore are ranked on 3rd and 4th, it shows the competitiveness of Korea is significantly low[2]. The biggest reason for the limited utilization of the medical Big Data is the conflict on the legal structure between collection and protection of the personal data. Also there are lack of detailed provisions on the utilization of the medical Big Data and application of strict privacy protection law. In addition, positive regulation system is another reason that prevents services utilizing the Big Data[22].

2.2 Main obstacles on invigoration of the medical Big Data

2.2.1 Integrated restructuring of the laws and system of the medical Big Data

Currently the medical Big Data is seeking to be one pillar of developing national industrial strategy but meaningful accomplishments of the Big Data analysis along with its benefits are quite incomplete. This is because of the absence of systematic national strategy of the Big Data to be publically utilized and as a result data sharing among the agencies is only possible within the legal limit. Especially there is no systematic and physical foundation to utilize the high value added clinical data accumulated in nongovernment sector[14]. There are 4 stages that current legal structure is conflicting with utilization of the medical Big Data. First there could be violation in the laws including personal privacy protection, public privacy protection and medical law in collecting and storage · analysis stage. Next is Data value adding stage that there is conflict between remote medical treatment law and medical data sharing law. Lastly for the Data optimization stage, there are factors that hamper utilization of the medical Big Data such as medical equipment law, national health protection law and integrated medical equipment certification law[21]. On the other hand, the current personal privacy protection law in the medical Big Data collection stage, there is prerequisite of unexpected new legal relations. As Yoon[9] claimed, even though the primary collector of the medical Big Data is public sector, as provider of the medical forecast service will be private sector, there is a new legal relations. In other words, when public sectors collect personal medical information, there is no requirement to get approval from each individuals but when the data that is collected by public sector is transferred to private sector, it is not dualistic legal relations that is prerequisite for personal privacy protection law any more but triple legal relations resulting removal of requirement of current personal privacy protection law. Also when private sector is provided with the medical Big Data from public sector, if there is relative grounds in the current law, there is no problem even if there is no agreement from the individuals. Even though there are numbers of different opinions, the revision of relevant law and system is far from execution and this is the biggest factor to hamper invigoration of the Big Data utilization [25].

2.2.2 Operating structure of the medical Big Data utilization by the government

The current health and medical system governed by the government targets establishment of health and medical infrastructure focused on prevention but what is current shared is limited to health service status provided by local government and location information. In order to overcome the limitations and provide customized health and medical information service for potential patients, it is possible when the medical Big Data that are stored in public agencies is efficiently utilized [26–28] Also in order to have smooth exchange between public agencies and
medical institutions, it is required to establish an intermediary system to analyze and deliver the medical Big Data stored in the public agencies to medical institutions. There are services provided by the public agencies and related companies but the utilization is very insignificant[29]. On the other hand, in the new born intensive care unit, status of new born is monitored in real time through the Big Data streaming technology. This system enables 24 hours faster recognition of any disease of the new born then the medical team. In order to utilize this technology, it is most important to analyze time series data and it is required to correct atypical data by using linear or polynomial regression analysis. The hospital is then required to store both orginal data and corrected data and this means complete establishment of governance for data protection and quality control[7]. In case of overseas, digitalization of the medical system such as EMR is only about 80% but we have more than 90% of the whole medical institutions have adopted EMR for digitalization. But compared to overseas case of 40% data exchange among the medical institutions, our treatment information data exchange among the medical institutions is less than 1% to show significant difference[30]. In case of foreign countries, medical systems such as EMR(Electronic Medical Record) was established in the mid-2000s and the digitalization ratio was only about 80% while more than 90% of all medical institutions in Korea have established EMR (Electronic Medical Record) in the mid-1990s resulting the highest level in the world in terms of digitalization. However, compared to overseas cases where the information exchange rate among medical institutions is close to 40%, the exchange of medical information among medical institutions in Korea is currently less than 1% showing significant difference [31]. There are various reasons on this significant difference but one of the fundamental reason is lack of deliberation structure and preparation of operating structure that will support efficient data exchange of the medical Big Data. Currently the medical Big Data is managed and operated by not only Ministry of Health and Welfare but by Ministry of Employee and Labor, Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, Ministry of Science and ICT, Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Ministry of Food and Drug Safety, and National Statistics. Also significant amount of data is accumulated public agencies such as in National Health Insurance Corporation, and Health Insurance Review & Assessment Service. Additionally, University hospitals are individually operating Big Data collected by EMR. Diversity and scale of the Data is highest in standard but due to lack of main operator to connect and integrate the Data and lack of system for decision making prevent meaningful utilization of the Big Data[24]. For instance, Health Insurance Review & Assessment Service provide opening of their Big Data to privates and quality management of the Big Data is constantly executed but the Big Data from a single institution has limitation in leading invigoration of the medical industry based on the Data. Therefore, there is a proposal to expand the utilization of the Big Data that is stored in other public institutions such as the National Weather Service and the National Statistics but it requires the most sophisticated technology to integrate the medical Big Data and other Big Data [32]. For the invigoration of the medical Big Data, it is important to have a smooth Data exchange among the institutions but Ministry of Health and Welfare, Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, and Ministry of Science and ICT have different stance toward the utilization. It is also proposed to establish governance to build consistent policy for the utilization of the medical Big Data as well as requirement of establishing committee to integrate each public institutions and privates[33]. On the other hand, the Ministry of
Health and Welfare has established the Medical Big Data Policy Review Committee composed of the experts in academic, medical and municipal organizations to continue discussion on the utilization of the medical Big Data and the [34] Big Data platform has been established but the level of concerns of the municipal organization in the Medical Big Data Policy Review Committee is high[35]. This is concern of sensitive private information could be illegally abused and in order to overcome this concern and safe utilization of the social medical Big Data it is required to prepare the review and approval process on the using purpose and process method of the Data. In other words, It is needed to have the review and approval process on public use of the Data and secure safety during collection and sharing of the personal medical information[36]. Therefore it is imperative to establish the exchange platform to effectively utilize the medical Big Data and when the national medical Big Data sharing platform is established, it is possible to provide the medical service customized for the consumers[14].

2.2.3 Improve quality of the medical Big Data

Quality of the Big Data impacts derived forecast results as a result of the analysis and also reflected to the decision making, it is a most important factor in utilization of the Data. Therefore it is required to have systematic approach for the Data quality and the factors composing the Data quality are as follow[24]. First is superiority of the Data that is intrinsic quality such as accuracy, objectivity and authenticity. In more detail, it means the level of accurate containing of the Data towards the objective without any distortion. Second is accessibility quality that indicates level of environmental superiority for the Data access and it is asserted that the Data access should be executed under the condition of privacy protection and the Data security. Third is contextual quality such as completeness and intemporality of the Data, it indicates suitability of users’ targeted situation and enhances utilization value when the Data is used in timely manner. Forth is representational quality that is clarity of the Data such as analysis, conciseness, manageability, and consistency and the expression used for the Data connection or integration must be consistent and distinct as well as easy to understand [18] On the other hand, according to announcement of Health Insurance Review & Assessment Service (hereafter HIRAS), the Big Data stored in the HIRAS are graded as platinum class by Korea Data Agency but it is highly limited in terms of securing diversity to be internally restricted for the Data quality improvement[32].

2.2.4 Expandability of the Big Data based comparative effectiveness research

There is a view that utilization of the Big Data is to get economic benefits but we can find out that initial Big Data business started in the US from Comparative Effectiveness Research (CER) by National Health Institute and Agency for Health Research & Quality. In order to utilize the Big Data in clinical site, the results can be different by the level of expansion of the results derived by CER and level of how effectively utilized. In case of the US, in the initial stage when the Big Data utilization was limited, it was induced to share the Data by establishing the networks by multiple institutions through research of various topics. Similarly, we also need to induce establishment of the network to constantly connect and integrate dispersed Data[18] Big Data in the 4th industrial era is a strong future asset and especially the medical Bit Data has high potential for utilization as it can draw resolution to various social problems derived from extended life cycle of the modern people [37].

The major countries are establishing national strategy to utilize the medical Big Data and the
utilization plan of the Big Data is being pursued from the multi-directions in UK to provide prevention focused medical service instead of treatment. The UK government is enhancing managing and supervising structure to use the medical Big Data within the purpose of public benefits and secure safe usage of the Data [38,39]. On the other hand, in case of the US, the US government allows collection and utilization of the medical Big Data by private institutions as well as impose responsibility of the management to protect the Big Data. At the same time, Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) is established under the Department of Health and Human Service to support the medical Big Data business of private institutions for public utilization of the Big Data [40].

Core responsibility of ONC is to support standardization and commercialization of the medical Big Data and it is expected to reduce excessive medical expenses of the US by introduction of new private medical insurance structure through utilization of the medical Big Data. This is more effective when the Data accumulated by HER is efficiently utilized and the US government is encouraging expansion of HER by incentivizing the institutions that complies with meaningful use of EHR. Besides, Biomedical Translation Research Information System (BTRIS) integrates the medical Big Data of institutions under NIH and provide the Data and analysis tool to support profit making of the private institutions through utilization of the Big Data [41]. Singapore has also established National Electronic Health Record (NEHR) to integrate the Data accumulated through HER and built inter-hospital EMR sharing system to confirm the personal medical Data without distinction between public or private medical institutions. Singapore has accepted Personal Medical Responsibility that automatically deposits 6% of monthly income to the medical savings account and each individuals are responsible for all the medical services except for vaccinations and public health care. This medical system caused various problems as demands for the medical attention increases due to the aging society. As the need for integrated medical raised, Singaporean Government is trying for the establishment of national management structure to resolve the problem of increased demand of medical attention and currently there is pilot integration towards partial chronic diseases [42].

2.3 Methods for the safe utilization of the medical Big Data

2.3.1 Increasing social embracing of privacy protection law for utilization of the medical Big Data and overseas cases

In Recommendation of OECD Council on health Data Governance, it is suggested to adopt process of asking for consent after enough explanation of the purpose of the medical Big Data utilization and this is because the damage is significantly high if the essentially sensitive medical Data is abused [43] [44]. Also OECD has pointed out that when the purpose of the medical Big Data utilization does not aligns with the public interest, there should be alternative plan or exceptions as well as separate protection measurement. It is also needed in Korea to obtain consent from the individuals when their medical Data is utilized and clear instruction of how the Data is utilized, how it is processed and protected must be provided[31]. On the other hand, in 2012, the UK Department of Health and Social Care asserted the importance of the medical Big Data and announced ‘The Power of Information: Putting all of us in control of the health and care information we need’. In this announcement, the UK Department of Health and Social Care guaranteed that all the Data of the UK citizen will be protected and prepare sharing structure and standard that the collection and analysis of the medical Big Data will return
to benefits of the citizens. Besides, through digital care support, the UK Department of Health and Social Care announced to execute service to coincide with demands of the country and also support the most optimized technology and the utilization of the Data. Also the Department has announced policy for expanded accessibility of the health and medical Data[18].

Privacy protection has both meanings of information security and information protection. Information security is to maintain the security of information from man-made leak or distortion while information protection is respond to protect information from the natural disasters or mistakes[24]. In order to protect information, confidentiality, integrity and availability must be guaranteed and confidentiality is guaranteed when information is accessed by approved personnel. Integrity is guaranteed when information is safely processed, not artificially manipulated such as changing or deleting the Data. Availability is guaranteed when the personnel who is approved to access the Data can operate the system when needed. In other words, availability is guaranteed when authorized personnel can freely access the Data and related assets when needed[45]. On the other hand, personal Data literally contains various Data about the person such as name and social security number to identify certain individual. In case of Korea, as each individuals are identified by the social security number, exchanges of the personal information can be made easily and due to development of information technology, personal Data can be easily collected from online which significantly increases the concern on invasion of privacy[46]. Also as there are many cases that personal Data is closely related to basic right guaranteed by the constitution, it must be deliberately handled[47]. Personal medical Data contains doctor’s diagnosis and prescriptions as well as all the information researched and analyzed by the information. In other words, all the information collected during the treatment is regarded as personal medical Data such as diagnosis, treatments, results, all the medical records and financial records [48]. The medical Big Data, as the nature of the Data, it contains significantly sensitive and personal information such as genetic features, family relations, drug record, and daily habits. As this personal Data is required to medical team to treat the patient and could be utilized in research purposes or legal information, social members from various areas are utilizing the personal Data. In other words, discussion on invasion of privacy protection on the medical Big Data is not limited to information just stored in the information system[49]. Other than weak points related to information system, the Big Data has other weak points during collection, storage and processing such as pattern analysis, excessive information collecting and transfer of the Data. So the security related to the Big Data requires not only technical aspect but requires security by steps of collection and analysis, utilization and disposal and followings are cases of overseas countries [50]. Similar to our current situation, until mid-90, the US government could not completely protect the personal medical Data. In 1974, Privacy Act was established in the US but personal medical Data protection was not properly enforced resulting various side effects. For example, only 5% of the medical Data was utilized from the veteran’s hospital and Viagra promotion mails were sent to those people who were treated for sexually transmitted diseases. The proper protection policy for the medical Data in the US started in 2003 and after 1 year grace period, from 2004, all the medical institutions followed the standard personal medical Data protection policy. On the other hand, in 1996, HIPPA law was established to be legal foundation for the protection of all the medical Data of US citizens[51].
HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) is not only digitally written and saved but all the information delivered by documents or orally spoken. But development of Information Technology all the medical Data is digitally saved in the medical institutions and this means significant high risk of information breach. Therefore importance of the personal Data security and protection has become a social issue and brought up the need for establishment of the system to guarantee confidentiality, integrity and availability of the Data. The legal definition for privacy protection in the US is still developing and Professor Solove pointed out that accurate range and definition of privacy must be defined and continue to the discussion of personal Data protection[52]. There are many spectrum of audiences who can access personal medical Data including medical team, hospital administrator, insurance company or employer but there is the risk of illegal transfer or abuse of the personal medical Data is not completely protected. For instance, there could be a case when the patient never agreed but the patient’s medical Data could be transferred to 3rd party. Therefore this has raised a necessity to have more severe punishment in the US for 3rd party privacy invasion through the personal medical Data and HIPAA has established regulation to support is idea. Also as the protection of the personal medical Data is very important factor between patient and doctor, there are higher concerns of risks of illegal invasion compared to other personal Data[53].

2.3.2 Establishment of a new governance for the national utilization of the Big Data

CMS has established ONC as an institution to expand interoperability in order to establish national Data sharing environment as well as inducing the medical Big Data exchange and integration and invigorate the Big Data research. CMS and ONC are collaborating for meaningful use business of HER and this is regarded as an model case for establishment of national governance in the utilization of the Big Data[14]. The utilization value of the medical Big Data is determined by the Data integration of Data including various factors to determine personal health and proper timing of using the Data. In other words, it is very important to guarantee proper timing of using the medical Big Data and in the UK, in order to utilize required Data in timely manner, Care Data program was established [54],[4] Care Data program is operated by joint hosting of NHS and HSCIC and it is defined as information collecting system that collects the Big Data to one location. With the operation of Care Data, there has been changes on collection and analysis method of clinical Data in the UK and based on Health and Social Care Act 2012, HSCIC can request for personal confidential Data of the patient under special circumstance. Also all the UK citizens have right to opt–out their own and their family’s treatment records and transfer only other personal Data to HSCIC[24].

Currently, Korean medical Data is dispersed in many public institutions such as National Health Insurance Corporation, Health Insurance Review and Assessment Service or National Cancer Center and these medical institutions have established their own Big Data platforms. Also as the personal Data is strictly managed, even the Data is collected from individual institution, it is realistically impossible to conduct Data exchanged analysis. Therefore it is necessary to establish the user portal and the Big Data platform in order to boost convenience of the medical Big Data users [55].

2.4 Big Data utilization platform and regulation trend of major countries

2.4.1 Policy of each country for the personal information protection and step by step conditions to protect the medical Big Data

Overseas countries are building the Big Data
platforms and providing services across the public and private sectors, including health care. For example, the US ONC (Office of the National Coordinator) collects and organizes various medical Big Data to provide in standard form to act as an intermediate between platform provider and user[56].

In the US, there are policies that vary the approach depending on the extent and extent of the use of personal Data, and federal law shows that there are no regulations that impair privacy. In this regard, it is stated in the Federal Data Protection Act that Germany has a responsibility for the transfer of personal information to the transfer agency, and the UK and Australia have documented regulations for the collection and processing of sensitive information[57]. In the UK, HSCIC is in charge of the entire process of exchanging and utilizing the medical Big Data between institutions, and uses standardized open exchange technology when connecting the medical Big Data. In addition, an administrative information sharing center was established to establish a system for administrative information[58]. As such, countries have introduced a variety of policies for the safe use of the medical Big Data, and looking at overseas cases, it is necessary to prepare for the risks that may occur in the entire process of collecting and processing the medical Big Data. Accordingly, information protection and security measures tailored to all stages of data collection, analysis, utilization, and disposal. First of all, in the Data collection stage, direct and indirect collections should be distinguished. In the former case, the Data owner’s consent must be obtained.

In addition, the purpose of collecting Data should not be in violation of the owner’s policy[59]. In the Data storage stage, it is most important to encrypt Data to maintain safety even when Data is leaked. Accordingly, in the analysis stage, the encrypted Data should be analyzed and in this time, de-identification process should be performed on the Data that can identify individuals. In addition, it is required to manage the service provision process to prevent unauthorized leakage and invasion of personal Data in the utilization stage [60–62]. In the Data disposal stage, the Data should be destroyed immediately when the purpose of using the Data is achieved. If the Data is not destroyed, it is a serious violation of the privacy law [63,64] Meanwhile, European countries, including the UK and Germany, are currently pursuing amendments to the Personal Information Protection Act based on the EU’s recommendations on privacy protection. In the case of Germany, in the past, the Personal Information Protection Law, which was established by dividing the public and private sectors, was proposed in the EU Recommendations. As a result, it was revised to the integrated privacy protection law[65].

3. Discussions

These days, Big Data is expanding its foundation with the development of ICT technology represented by smart devices, SNS, Internet of Things, etc., and is regarded as a powerful future asset to create new value. In the field of health care, Big Data has great potential value and utility, and the use of Data is becoming more important as the medical paradigm of the 4th industry is changed from evidence-based medicine to precision medicine and customized medicine. On the other hand, currently the utilization of the medical Big Data in Korea is very limited because the connection between the Big Data is virtually impossible. Different views on the laws and systems surrounding the use of the medical Big Data have been raised, but the legal and institutional systems that encompass them is still far away and discussions and legal foundation need to be
established as soon as possible. On the other hand, in the case of overseas, the digitalization of medical systems such as EMR is only 80%, while in Korea, more than 90% of all medical institutions have reached the world’s highest level in adopting EMR. However, compared to foreign cases where the exchange rate between medical institutions is close to 40%, the exchange of medical information between medical institutions in Korea is only less than 1%, which is very different. One of the fundamental reasons for this difference is the lack of a deliberation structure and operation system supporting the efficient exchange of the medical Big Data. In addition, due to the difficulty in exchange Data distributed among institutions, significant restrictions are placed on securing diversity, which implies inherent limitations in improving data quality. Currently, even the “Data 3 Act,” which is the legal basis for utilizing Big Data in various fields, such as health care, is being severely restricted in the use of medical big data as legislation is delayed. In this regard, the Big Data related policies of the world’s major countries, such as the US, the UK, Germany, and Japan, suggest that we have great implications for us. The case studies of major countries around the world show that the focus is on balancing protection and use of the medical Big Data. This shows what part of Korea, where excessively strong personal information protection is being applied, should have a policy for Big Data utilization. As it can be seen in the cases of overseas countries, when the Data accumulated in each institution is connected, various studies that could not be done by the data of individual institutions are possible, and the completeness becomes higher when various information is connected due to the characteristics of the medical Data. There is a need for an improved regulatory framework that addresses the need for the Data security to be secured through regulation, but focuses on enhancing the use of the medical Big Data. In this regard, this study examines the regulatory trends of the medical Big Data in major countries of the world and draws implications applicable to Korea. First of all, EU countries such as the UK, Germany, and other countries have been amending their privacy laws to comply with the EU’s recommended privacy guidelines. In particular, Germany, which used to separate the public and private sectors in the past, has also revised the Privacy Act, which integrates the private and public sectors. In the US, there are policies that vary the approach depending on the extent of the use of personal Data, and federal law shows that there is no regulation that impairs privacy. In this regard, it is stated in the Federal Data Protection Law that Germany has a responsibility for the transfer of personal data to the authorities, and the UK and Australia have documented regulations for the collection and processing of sensitive Data. Meanwhile, in Korea, the ‘Data 3 Act’, that is the legal basis for utilizing the Big Data in various areas, including the medical Big Data, has been proposed, but it is currently pending in the National Assembly. It is argued that the information handled can be easily provided to others. In addition, concerns about conflicts with the current medical law and the National Health Protection Act also act as obstacles to the legislation of the ‘Data 3 Act’. In addition, the lack of an operating system for the medical Big Data utilization, the limitation of improving the quality of the medical Big Data, and the lack of scalability of the Big Data-based comparative effectiveness research were identified as major factors that hinder the invigoration of the medical Big Data. Therefore, this study proposes the de-identification guideline of the medical Big Data adopted by the US and the UK for the protection of personal Data when using the medical Big Data. First of all, in the US, the principle of self-regulation is established when dealing with non-identified
personal Data. The self-regulation principle is the principle that the user is responsible for re-identification of the items and scope of de-identification of personal Data according to the purpose of analysis. In the US, the rule of self-regulation is adopted, with the emphasis on the management to ensure prevention of re-identification. In the UK, in November 2012, the Anonymization Convention was announced in accordance with the Information Protection Act, and anonymization was conducted to protect the privacy of individuals and to ensure the usefulness of using the Big Data. As such, both the US and the UK have adopted policies that autonomously determine items on personal identification, and have subsequently placed greater importance on follow-up to prevent the risk of re-identification. In this regard, Korea has also demonstrated the possibility that medical institutions such as the National Cancer Center, National Health Insurance Corporation, and Asan Medical Center have developed their own de-identification technology to satisfy the need for the utilization and protection of the medical Big Data. After supporting the required areas with reference to the cases of each country and domestic institutions, the 'Data 3 Act', which is the legal basis for utilizing big data, will have a positive effect.

4. Conclusion

In the 4th industrial era, the modern medical paradigm is changing from evidence-based medicine to precision medicine and personalized medicine and accordingly the importance of utilizing Big Data is growing as a large amount of Big Data is generated and accumulated in medical devices based on hospitals and information and communications technologies (ICT). The medical big data collected through various channels has strong potential to create new values that were never previously available but even today, even though we have the world’s best medical Big Data, we are not able to utilize it meaningfully. Therefore, in this study, as a result of examining the main factors that hinder the effective use of medical Big Data, it is very difficult to connect the Big Data accumulated in individual institutions under the current legal systems and reached the conclusion that we should build a systematic and safe system for protecting personal information while utilizing the medical Big Data. This can be found in policies adopted by major foreign countries to balance the protection and utilization of medical Big Data. To satisfy the security and enhance usability of medical Big Data at the same time, first step is to improve the current regulatory system to secure medical Big Data and build Big Data governance for the safe public utilization. In addition, this study proposed to improve the regulatory system by referring to the guidelines for de-identification of Big Data adopted by the United States and the United Kingdom for the safe protection of personal information stored in Big Data when improving the regulatory system. In the future, based on the results and implications derived from this study, if the institutional defects are redeemed, it is expected that it will have a positive effect on the useful utilization of the medical Big Data.
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